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Introduction

Improving Core Resilience

§ The k-core of a network is the maximal sub-graph in which every
node has at least k neighbors [1].
§ Nodes that belong to higher k-cores are considered to be more
central within the network.
§ The idea of k-cores have been used in to various applications –
studying the internet [2], predicting protein functions [3] etc.

Problem
§ How can we characterize the resilience of the k-core structure of
a network against random edge deletion?
§ Given a network, how can we improve the the resilience of its kcore against edge deletion?

Proposed Measures

Problem: Given a graph G and edge budget b, which b edges
should we add so that the core resilience of the modilied network
is as high as possible, without changing the core numbers?
Idea: Add the edges in such a way that it improves the Core
Strength of the nodes with high Core Inlluence.
Maximize Resilience of k-Core (MRKC)
§ Let E’ be the set of edges that do not exist in G.
§ Filter out edges from E’ that would change the core number if
they are added to G [4].
§ For all (, / ∈ @ A , assign edge priority as,

§ Add the edges in decreasing order of the priority.

Network Level Property:
§ n,p-Core Resilience: It is delined as the rank correlation
between the ranking of the top n% nodes (ranked by core
number) in the original network to that of the network after p%
edges have been removed uniformly at random.
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§ Core In;luence: It is a measure of how much other nodes relies
on it for their core numbers
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Result

Core Resilince

Node Level Property:
§ Core Strength: It is a measure of how robust the node’s core
number is against edge deletion.
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Networks in which the nodes with high Core Inlluence also have
high Core Strength are also likely to have high Core Resilience.

Core Resilience vs Core In;luence-Strength
Core Resilience
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Notations
Γ(u, G)

Neighbors of node u in G
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Core number of node u in G
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Neighbors of u with core numbers greater than
that of u in G
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